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Open Hill Climb History – Peaslows and the 1930s Grimpeurs
The first Open Hill Climb took place on
22nd October 1933 with 54 entries, 50
starters and 37 finishers. Entries (postal
order only) were 1/6 (one shilling and
sixpence), first prize Two Guineas, second
One Guinea and third Half-a-Guinea (entry
form aside)
Stan Livingston of the Dukinfield CC was
fastest with a time of 6 minutes 43 seconds,
three seconds faster than W Booth, of the
now defunct Peterloo CC, who led his team
to victory in the team race. The fastest
Withington Wheeler was Jim Forbes in 18th
place with a time of 8 minutes exactly. The
full length of the hill was used in 1933 but
in 1934 the traditional shorter course was
used, the full length of the hill would not be
used again until the Withington had the
honour of organising the National Hill
Climb in 1964.

In 1934 there was an entry of 66 riders and
to quote from the journal “the length used
was only 900 yards – an amendment which
proved to be rather popular”.
An
interesting entry was Wilf Higgins, then
British Empire Sprint Champion; however
he was under-geared and finished well
down the list. The winner was Bert
Williams of the Clarion clocking 2mins
52secs to beat Stan Livingstone by 51/5
seconds. Stan had the consolation of
leading the Dukinfield CC to team award
victory. Once more Jim Forbes was fastest
of our men with a time of 3mins 26secs.
1935 showed a great improvement in the
club’s fortunes. From 75 entries Jim put
up second fastest time with 2mins 44s and
backed by Alan Grant (3mins 61/5 secs)
and Arnold Smith (3mins 153/5 secs) he led
our team to victory. Ernie Atherton of the
Yorkshire RC, a crack hill climber with an
unbeaten record was winner with 2mins
414/5 secs.
However Jim was only
warming up for the following week when

he went to Monsall Head and
again ran second to Atherton in
the Derby Ivanhoe hill climb,
this time by only one second.
And then, in the Saddleworth
Wheelers hill climb (see photo
left) on Bearda Hill, Dane
Bridge, Macclesfield came
success.
Jim beat Ernie
1
Atherton by /5 of a second and
thus gained for the Withington
Wheelers it’s very first Open
win, meanwhile shattering
Atherton’s hitherto unbeaten
hill climbing record.
But Jim wasn’t finished and over to Grimsby he went to beat
the local champion by three seconds by surmounting Nettleton Hill in record time. The photo
top right shows Jim with the John Bull Trophy for winning the Grimsby hill climb.
1936 gave us very nearly the same result as 1936, for Jim
Forbes was again second in our event and once more led the
club to team victory, Alan Grant being fourth and the third
member Harry Lloyd. Jim Forbes’ time of 2mins 413/5 secs in
our 1936 hill climb stood as the fastest ride by a Withington
Wheeler for over 50 years until it was beaten by Neil Byrne in
1991 in a time of 2mins 36.4secs. Atherton was only third, the
winner being Benny Clare of the North Manchester Harriers,
although amazingly the local press managed to get the winner
wrong and reported Atherton the fastest in error (see “The
Captain’s Sporting Gossip” aside). Benny’s time was 2mins
401/5 secs which created a new course record for the hill.
Several of our lads
competed in the Bradford
Victoria, Derby Ivanhoe
and Saddleworth climbs,
but without success and it
remained for Jim to travel
down to the Catford CC
Hill Climb (then the
unofficial
national
champs), on Adrian
Mayson’s motor bike,
borrow a bike and finish
ninth of 90 riders gaining
himself
a
certificate. The last climb of the season was the Whaley
Bridge event on Peaslows when Alan Grant was second
and Jim fourth. Holmes of massed-start racing fame won
this event and beat Clare’s record.

The club really went to town in 1937, everybody putting in bags of collective training. As a
result there was quite a scrap between the junior members to fill the third place in our team.
Alan Grant was now ousting Jim but who cared as long as the club was at the top first? In our
own climb Alan Grant was second to Jack Holmes whose 2mins 351/5 secs broke his own course
record. Holmes was supported by Jack Fancourt and Joe Aspinall for the Yorkshire RC to take
first team award, while Alan Grant, Jim Forbes and Tommy Frith took the second team honours.
In the Bradford Victoria event Alan was third, Jim was sixth and Ken Perrins made up a trio
which took second team honours.
Alan won the Derby Ivanhoe event with Alan Bates fifth and Jim ninth, these three taking first
team award. On the Saddleworth slippery slopes we again won the team race, Grant being
second and well backed by Jim and Kent. Interesting point was that out of 63 starters only 9
managed to keep contact with their machines to the summit! In the final event of the year, the
Eagle RC climb up Bearda, Alan Grant was second and with Alan Bates and Tom Frith the club
took second team award, earning our fourth set of team medals.
In 1938 we contested, in all, eight climbs including a memorable trip to the Catford. Taking
our Open first, a point most worthy of note was the full start card of 100 names. Harry Batty
of the Dukinfield was fastest in 2mins 47secs, Alan Grant in second place only 2/5 of a second
slower and Jim fourth in 2mins 50secs. Alan Bates now improving steadily recorded 3mins
022/5 secs and these three easily took first place in the team race. In the Potteries event Alan
Grant was fourth, Frank Stanfield fifth and Jim, riding all the way with a flat back tyre, was
sixth. At Monsall, in the Derby Ivanhoe, Alan Bates also rode the whole distance on a flat.

And then came the mass assault on the Catford. Ten of our lads set fourth in two big Austins –
seven to ride, accompanied by Charlie Haines, Freddy Wheeler and Walt Massey who went
along to hurl encouragement. Admittedly we took no premier awards, But Alan Grant was
seventh with 2mins 242/5 secs; Jim Forbes 2mins 361/5 secs (18th) and Bertie Burton 2mins 384/5
secs (24th) taking third team place. Alan Bates did 2mins 40s, Ken Perrins 2mins 51s, Maurice
Laverick 3mins 06s and Tommy Frith 3mins 19s. Only the two Alans stayed with their
machines in the Saddleworth and in the Eagle, Alan Bates was the best of our lads being fourth
and with Alan Grant and Jim Forbes, took second team. In the Rossendale, another freak hill,
we were again second team, Alan Grant also tying for second place. Noteworthy, was the
Walton climb with five of the club in the first nine. Grant tied for third place, Bates fifth and
Bert Burton (6th) at last achieved his aim of earning a first team medal.
Come 1939 and the black hand of war. But to the minds of our grimpeurs there sprand a larger
tragedy – not one prize did we take in hill climbs. Many events were cancelled but our own
promotion received a fine entry of 86. The day was hard and times were slow, our old friend
Jack Holmes (Yorks RC) doing the trick with 3mins 02s. Harold Worthen of the Clarion was
second with 3mins 071/5 secs beating Postlethwaite of the Sheffield Phoenix by 1/5 second. The
Yorkshire Roads took
the
team
award
followed
by
the
Dukinfield CC with us
in third position, Alan
Grant was fifth, 11
seconds behind the
winner, in 3mins 131/5
secs. Alan was also fifth
in the Walton Paragon
with 2mins 04s, our
only other riders being
Ken Perrins, 2mins 19s
and Bert Burton 2mins
20s.
In 1940 the winner was
Harold Worthen with
3mins 084/5 secs put up
on a bad day and
beating Postlethwaite,
3mins 123/5 secs and
Batty 3mins 151/5 secs.
The Clarion beat the
Duky by ten seconds in
the team race. Our only
two entrants in a field of
42 were Ken Perrins
and Arnold Pennill who
were both DNS.

Post War Years. The Forties and Fifties
Five years passed by with most of the lads in the services. Four of our best did not return and
all four are remembered on the Withington Wheelers Memorial Trophy. With the resumption
of Club life it was also decided to award a hill climb shield in honour and memory of Tommy
Frith, the only hill-climber who gave his life, to the winning team of the Open promotion. In
1946 the “Tom Frith Memorial trophy” was won by the Altrincham Ravens, though Eric
Mitchell of the South Lancs RC made fastest time of 42 entrants. The best placed of our riders
was Lance Tulip in a time of 3mins 452/5 secs. Only two Withys rode that day, the other was
JB Smith who recorded 3.534/5 secs.
Then 1947 and start of the Clarion avalanche. First three positions were taken by Dick Woore,
Don Nield and Harold Worthen in that order. The same three Clarion riders again saved our
officials a lot of trouble in finding the first team in both 1948 and 1949. The total entry for
the 1947 hill climb was 50, only two of ours rode and the WW Journal states…..
“entries totalled 50, we would have liked a few more, but the social side did not suffer for the
Jolly Carter overflowed with Jolly Cyclists with mine host in his glory, if it were only for the
annual welcome the Hill Climb would go even with no entries. Our sincere congratulations to
the Manchester Clarion……
D Woore
Manchester Clarion 2.44.2/5
D Nield
Manchester Clarion 2.48.2/5
FH Worthen Manchester Clarion 2.49.1/5
Our own event resulted in a win for FS (Stan) Heeley (actual 17th) with Eric Moore second. We
unreservedly withdraw all we have ever written with regard to the cycling abilities of Stan, we
bow our heads in shame, we bite the dust at his feet…..”
In 1948 Dick Woore finished second in the National Hill Climb Championship on Lansdowne
Lane, Weston, Bath. The winner was Vic Clarke in 3.42 who won the event in 1946, 1947
and 1948. Dick Woore’s time was 3.47.2 with Bernard King third 3.48.6.
The hill is 1,157 yards with an average gradient of 1 in 7.9. Steepest 1 in 5. Dick then
brought his Manchester Clarion team over to Peaslows.
1948 saw our tenth hill climb promotion and the Withington Wheelers Journal records;
“….Manchester Clarion filled 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 6th and 9th and many other places – a truly
remarkable effort. Entry was not up to pre-war standard and the total of 53 was not
particularly encouraging. However from a sporting and social point of view the event was it’s
usual howling success, the club turnout was also very good even if a certain aged member did
come out on the bus. The leaders;
D Woore
Manchester Clarion 2.35.3/5
FH Worthen Manchester Clarion 2.37.1/5
D Nield
Manchester Clarion 2.43.1/5
The Withington riders were;
J Forbes
Withington Wheelers 3.07.1/5
L Tulip
Withington Wheelers 3.09.4/5
R Leaver
Withington Wheelers 3.28.2/5
H Stevens
Withington Wheelers 3.43.2/5
1949 and Manchester Clarion recorded their third consecutive victory for the Tom Frith
Shield, below is the Withington Wheelers Journal from November 1949…..

1950 saw a disappointing entry of only 47 “grimpeurs” but Dick Woore did not enter, “being
unable to find any of his previous year’s form”. Eric Higgins of Whitworth Wheelers had
beaten Harold Worthen by 6 seconds in the National Hill Climb and we were all set for a fine
trial of strength. On Peaslows Worthen got his revenge by 2/5 of a second but neither could
beat Den Nield who finished with 2.50 dead. Of our own riders, Roy Isherwood failed to start
and it was left to Jack Kennedy to beat Brian Purcell by 15 seconds to take the fastest Withy
honour.
The Journal records “Our thanks to Mac (Ron McQueen) and Arthur Wood, the old and timehonoured combination of clock watchers, who returned the following leading times;
D Nield
Manchester Clarion 2.50
FH Worthen Manchester Clarion 2.52.1/5
E Higgins
Whitworth Wheelers 2.52.4/5
V Clark
Coventry CC
2.55.3/5
W Consterdine Bolton Clarion
3.04.4/5”
By 1951 Dick Woore had joined the Withington Wheelers and a total of six Withys faced the
timekeepers Arthur Wood and Arnold Pennill. J Kennedy, AR Isherwood, Jim Forbes, Stan
Foster, Dick Woore and Lance Tulip were our six.
The Withy Journal records;
“Of our boys, our chief hope for individual honours centered on Dick (Woore) and his
2.44.3/5, though a little disappointing to him, was good enough to place him sixth. Jim
(Forbes) came up with 2.54. 3/5 and was quite pleased with himself, while Roy (Isherwood)
filled third place in the team with a time 2 seconds slower than Jim. Lance (Tulip) had a
pulled muscle and was unable to start.
The winner was HJ Hardcastle of Abbotsford Park in 2.30 dead. This was a new record for
the hill and it wouldn’t be beaten for six years.

The contest for team honours was hard fought and our boys were fastest of the local clubs and
achieved their ambition in besting our friendly rivals, the Manchester Clarion, only to be
pushed into third place by two young clubs, Birdwell Wheelers and Wallasey Silverdale.
1952. “This was a proud and happy day for the club, for after a gap of many years we were
once again able to put up on the finishing board the name ‘Withington’ as team winners of
our own Open Hill Climb. The event has always happy associations for the club and the
desire to hold the Tommy Frith Memorial Shield is one which has for some years occupied a
sentimental place high in our affections
Our own interest in the individual contest was centered on Dick Woore, a past winner of the
event, and when he came in with 3.25 it was good enough for second place; but following
almost on his heels came Carr of the Apollo with 3.23 and later the last man on the card - last
years winner Harry Hardcastle of the Abbotsford – bustled over the line with a 3.22. 3/5 to
push Dick back into fourth.
Dick’s disappointment was short lived; a rapid totting up of the figures by Arnold (Pennill)
and we were able to tell him that he had led Roy Isherwood (12th in 3.42.4/5) and Ken
Adshead (13th in 3.44.4/5) to a well-earned and very welcome victory for the club.”
In 1953 the Withington ran out second best to team winners Janus RC who placed riders in
first and second places to take the Tommy Frith Shield.
RR Booth
Janus RC
2.45.2
R Carr
Janus RC
2.48.4
J Gozzard
Mansfield Aces
2.51.8
A Pearson
Mansfield Aces
2.54.8
Ours were as follows;
AR Isherwood Withington Wheelers 2.59.2
D Waterworth Withington Wheelers 3.00.0
“Dick Woore struck an off day and finished well outside his usual standard”
1954, an entry of 47 with 42 starters.
For the first time a handicap award was introduced, donated by Jim Forbes, it turned out to be
a difficult task as eighty per cent of the riders were handicapped on their 25 times.
Roy Carr (Janus RC) was fastest in 2.35.20, Mansfield Aces took the Tom Frith team award
and of our own there were three finishers;
Roy Isherwood 2.54.2; Rod Slater 3.25.2; Bryan Purcell 3.30.8

1955….
A good entry of 77 and an afternoon event for the first time.
Eric Wilson (Rossendale RC), who would win the National Championships later in the
month, nearly broke the hill record…………

1956 Team winners are Sheffield Highgate and last year’s winner Eric Wilson is pipped by
Bill Bradley who clocked the exact same time as Eric in 1955 – 2.31.6

1957 … and the record goes.
Sunday October 6th, a fresh following wind up the hill and the WW Journal records…
“And then the master! No fighting finish, no grandstand effort – in fact, no apparent effort at
all! Just a smooth, rock-like approach to the line, the hallmark of a perfectly judged effort
from a boy who had the ability and confidence to ride the hill his own way, putting in the
effort where it really counted and showing the temperament that has since brought him the
National title. Bill Bradley did not start but I rather think that Bill himself would have grave
doubts as to his ability to better this performance.
So hats off to Eric Wilson for a brilliant ride of 2.23.8 as he dismounts not unduly distressed,
but to be congratulated by Harry Hardcastle whose hill record he had slashed by six seconds,
and by Roger Booth who had been toppled into second place by a record margin of thirteen
seconds.”
1958 and Pete Graham records the first of his wins…

1959 and Pete Gaham’s second win………….

The 1960s and the National Hill Climb comes to Peaslows
1961

1962 saw three Withington riders in our own Open. The event was won in a time of 2mins
23.8 secs by Pete Graham of the West Pennine RC who also ran out team winners. Richard
Langman was fastest of ours in 2.48.2, P Jordan recorded 3.15.2 and DRW Shutt 3.21.4.
You’ll notice that the timings had at last become decimal and therefore tenths were used
instead of fifths.
1963 …. The record goes again. Pete Graham again with a stunning 2mins 12.2 secs, a new
course record and beating Granville Sydney into second place in 2mins 19.6secs. Richard
Langman improved by nearly half a second and moved up one place from 17th to 16th in
2.47.8. The other Withington riders were John Rayner 3mins 4.2secs and Alan Snelson 3mins
13.2secs.
Pete Graham had by now recorded six consecutive wins in our event.

1964 National Hill Climb Championships on Peaslows
Our 27th Open Hill Climb in 1964 was also the 21st National Hill Climb. The club rallied
round to put on an excellent promotion. The HQ was of course the Jolly Carter in Chapel-enle-Frith, car parking was a problem and various sites were considered. Sam Longson, Haulage
Contractors in the town were approached but the garage workshops and parking ground were
in use at weekends. They were very helpful and suggested other sites which the club
eventually used. The field at the top of the hill adjacent to the finish was used for spectators.
Notes with the start sheet stated “charabancs should use the car park in Chapel-en-le-Frith”.
There was some controversy before the
event when event secretary Arnold Pennill
and RTTC Disrict Council Chairman Ron
McQueen refused to publicise who was to
ride the event.
In Cycling Weekly the week before the
event there was a “Hush! Keep it Dark!”
piece which explained that no start sheet
would be available until the last minute.
“….we would run this event at five in the
morning if it were possible” said Ron.

The usual course of 980 yards was extended to include the full length of the hill and totalled
1,670 yards. “Start opposite the wooden sheep pen, 80
yards east of the river bridge. Finish at the field gate 12
yards short of telegraph post 10.S on the north side of the
road near the summit”.
Unseeded at No 108 Eric Wilson of the Rossendale was
fastest in 4mins 49.6secs. Eric won the national title in
1955, 1957, 1960 and now 1964.
“Puff Puff Wilson Again” shouts Cycling Weekly referring
to his inevitable post-race cigar.

The photo aside shows
Charlie Haines and
Jim Forbes with the
finishing board on the
bed of an articulated
lorry supplied by club
member Jack Stant.

In December of 1964 the Withington Wheelers Club Journal included reports by Jim Forbes
and Arnold Pennill and a fascinating “special feature” written by National Champion Eric
Wilson especially for the Journal. He goes to the trouble of thanking the Withington for all
their efforts … “Thanks Withington Wheelers for the hill, and the opportunity you gave me”.
What a gentleman!

and here’s Eric’s piece…..

1965 saw a small entry for the Open Hill Climb. It was pleasing to see our old friend
Granville Sydney take the first prize and then go on and win the National Championship.
No details of 1966 and 1967 in the WW journals.
1968……

Oops! There’s a mistake in the report of the 1968 hill climb above and no it’s not the Florious
sunshine! In the last paragraph it states that Richard Langman’s time of 2 minutes 43.6
seconds had beaten Jim Forbes’ record set in 1936. In actual fact, Jim Forbes’ time in 1936
was 2 minutes 413/5 seconds. Jim’s time did indeed stand as the fastest ride by a Withington
Wheeler for 55 years until it was beaten by Neil Byrne in 1991 in a time of 2 minutes 36.4
seconds.
The 1970s
1974 saw Jack Kershaw
(Oldham Century) win the
Open Hill Climb. Jack had
good pedigree and had
finished second to
Granville Sydney in the
1973 National Hill Climb.
Granville Sydney had
dominated the Withington
Wheelers Open Hill Climb
in the early seventies and
by 1975 his club, the

Huddersfield Star, had by now won the Tommy Frith Team Shield on nine occasions.

1975
“A few minutes before the first
man arrived at the summit, a herd
of cows en route for pastures new
disgraced themselves a few yards
before timekeeper Ron
McQueen’s nice clean finishing
area and suddenly every rider must
have been wishing he had
mudguards. In spite of the
additional hazards Gareth
Armitage, Oldham Century,
zoomed up smelling roses in an
unbeatable 2-36.8”. So records
Cycling Weekly dated 18th
October 1975 (see aside).
Granville Sydney could only
manage 2-46.8 and was beaten
into third place by Gareth
Armitage of the Oldham Century.
Pete Graham who won the event
on six consecutive occasions was
returning as a Vet but could only
manage sixth place.
1977. Gareth Armitage wins again but it’s the Huddersfield Star who take the team award
again. The WW Journal reports that the temporary closing of Rushop Edge and Mam Tor led
to problems with traffic on Peaslows. The Mam Tor section of the road was eventually
abandoned in 1979 following further landslips.

1978
Rod Slater had by now taken over the organisation of the event from Arnold Pennill who had
been the event organiser since before the Second World War.
“Very wet with wind blowing up the hill” records the finish sheet for our 1978 Open Hill
Climb. GC Armitage (Oldham Century) took the honours in 2mins 24.6 secs. Our own
David Slater recorded 3mins 14.2secs with Scott Newbery 5 seconds behind in 3.19.8secs and
event secretary, Rod Slater, riding in his own event, recorded 3mins 40.8 secs.

The following year, 1979, was “warm and sunny” says Rod on the finish sheet. David Slater
improved to 2mins 57.4 secs but Scott recorded virtually the same time as last year, 3mins
19.0 secs. Our third counter this year was R Byrne in 4mins 00.6secs.
“We all missed Nellie and Harry’s tea-wagon but willing hands (and there’s no shortage of
these in the Withington) provided cups of tea for all. I overheard a whisper that a mysterious
flavour pervaded the beverage, perhaps this was because one of the containers used for
carrying the water was in fact a five-gallon sherry vessel. I’ll bring a whiskey one next time!”
so wrote Jim Forbes in the hill climb report in the Withington Wheelers Journal.
Winner was Gareth Armitage now with Manchester Wheelers in 2mins 15.8secs.
Second; B Lowe Manchester Wheelers 2.28.6
Third; Phil Grimes Huddersfield Star 2.39.0
Manchester Wheelers took the team award.
The 1980s and the Record goes.
1980 and 1981 were the Malcolm Elliott years. In 1980, on a “cool and sunny day with little
or no wind”, riding for the Rutland CC, he beat Gareth Armitage into second place recording
2mins 16.8secs. Armitage finished second in 2.22.2 and Phil Grimes was again third with
2.31.0. The Withington riders were;
David Slater
3.00.2
Scott Newbery
3.02.0
Robbie Byrne
4.10.8

The Elliott win was a shock for the Withington contingent. The Journal records “Because of
Gareth Armitage’s meteoric rise to fame in 1975…starting with our Open 25 as a pure
Novice, followed by his win in our hill climb and subsequent National Hill Climb win in the
same season, we almost feel we have a share in him.
His lead up to this year’s championship had been far from reassuring and a short time before
our first man was despatched we learned that newcomer to the game Malcolm Elliott, British
Olympic Pursuit rider in Moscow, had already defeated him the previous day and again afew
hours earlier on Monsal Head, shattering the record set by World Road Race Champion
Tommy Simpson.
So, anticipation was at its maximum with Elliott only on a modest number (20) and we, still
thinking his wins to be ‘flukes’, and Gareth , last man off, surely about to put matters right!”
As we now know Malcolm went on to win the National Championship beating Jeff Williams
by one fifth of a second and Gareth a further two seconds slower.
The Journal then turns to our own riders….
“Two o’clock and for Scott Newbery the adrenalin is starting to course. Away he went and
three minutes and two seconds had elapsed as he crossed the finishing line. Next of ours was
Robbie Byrne whose leisurely ride occupied four minutes and ten seconds. Perhaps the most
disappointed rider was our own David Slater who, having clocked 2.57 last year felt
justifiably confident of bettering that time but his 3.00.2 left him mystified and it wasn’t until
much later that he found his cones had tightened up on his rear wheel so that it wouldn’t spin
round”
1981 was the Withington’s Golden Jubilee Year and with a “strong breeze blowing up the
hill” Malcolm Elliott lowered the current event record of 2mins 8.4secs beating the old record
set by Peter Graham, 2.12.2 in 1963. Malcolm’s record still stands to this day.
The photos below show the finishing board and Ron McQueen congratulating Malcolm Elliott.

And, as shown below, the club Journal records……

“last up roared last year’s winner, Malcolm Elliott, to shatter Pip Graham’s 1963 record by
3.8 seconds, his 2.08.4 being good enough to win the event by 12.2 seconds”…….

1982 and there was a new winner as Malcolm Elliott had of course turned professional.

In 1983, Manchester Wheelers one and two and the team award with Darryl Webster fastest.

In 1984 CG Gibson (Buxton CC) took the honours but it was the Manchester Wheelers who
took the team award once again.

1985

1986 and a new event organiser with Rod Slater taking over from Roy Rosborough.
There was a new generation of young Withington Wheelers coming through and Greg
Armshaw, John Lowe, Ric Stern and Mike Ruddy all enjoyed their first encounter with
Peaslows. The best time by a Withy was Greg Armshaw’s 2-47.8.

1987
1987 was the 50th running of the Open Hill Climb. Steve Hulme of Tunstall Wheelers
recorded the first of a number of wins. The new generation of Withys were joined by Leon
Wilkins and Russ Forbes. Problems on the course in the 1987 event resulted in the top half of
Peaslows being used with the length reduced to 850 yards. Again it was Greg Armshaw
fastest of the Withys with a time of 2-33.8.

1988

In 1989 the top half of the hill was again used and the Withington riders were Simon Pearson,
John Lowe, David Phillipson, Rik Meadows, Russ Forbes and Ric Stern.

1990s
Oldham Century and the Green brothers dominated the 1990s although the Marple Wheelers
took a couple of team awards in the early part of the decade..
In 1990 however it was Mark Hall, another of the Oldham century hill climbers who took the
first of his two wins in a time of 2-31.02.
In 1991 there was new event organiser with John Lowe taking over from Rod Slater. There
was a disappointing entry of only 24, “the most poorly supported of our Open Hill Climbs”,
the sponsored climb on the Rake taking away the entries. Mark Hall again won the event but
the Buxton CC took the team honours. The most notable time of the day for the assembled
Withington Wheelers was Neil Byrne’s 2-36.4 which beat Jim Forbes’ 55 year old record as
the fastest Withington Wheeler in our event.

In 1936 Jim Forbes had set the record for the fastest time by a Withington Wheeler. In 1991
this time was beaten by Neil Byrne, here’s Jim’s thoughts on his 55 year old record having
been broken. Neil Byrne’s record still stands as the fastest Withy Wheeler on Peaslows.

In 1992 it was Steve Green of Oldham Century who took the honours.

Steve Green and Brian Green shared the honours nearly every year through the 1990s - from
1992 through to 1998 it was either S Green or B Green in first and second place leading their
club to a team victory.
1996 and event organiser John Lowe hands over the event reins to David Phillipson.

1997 …. “another benefit day for the Oldham Century”…

and 1998 was of course our 60th promotion of the Open Hill Climb on Peaslows….

For a number of year in the 1990s, in conjunction with Manchester Wheelers, we gave a joint
prize for the fastest rider on Peaslows and on Standing Stones where the Manchester
Wheelers held their hill climb earlier on the same day.
The Green brothers domination nearly lasted right through the decade…..
….but in 1999 it was Jim Henderson who finally broke their stranglehold on the event.

2000 The Withington Wheelers Journal reports on a bit of a hitch in this year’s Open Hill
Climb…………
“The Open Hill Climb encountered a bit of a hiccup when Maurice (Laverick)’s watch had a
funny turn. The first eight riders were given times and everything was running smoothly until
number 9 approached the finish line. At this point Maurice was appalled to find his watch had
stopped. The remaining riders were not given a time and it was too late to get a message to the
bottom of the hill to stop the event. A brief discussion ensued with club officials and most of
the competitors agreed to ride again. In the re-run event the winner was National Champion
Jim Henderson who viewed the second ride as extra training for his championship defence the
next week. The riders all took the mishap in the best possible spirit and they will be given a
free entry to our hill climb in 2001. Don’t worry Maurice, the riders all took it really well and
no is blaming you. It could have been worse. It could have been a 12 Hour!”
In 2000 Jim Forbes passed away and in 2001 the family presented the Jim Forbes Trophy, to
be awarded and held by the winner of the Open Hill Climb each year.
2001 The Jim Forbes Memorial Hill Climb, Peaslows. 7th October 2001.
“An increased entry of 35 riders bodes well for the future of the Open Hill Climb. The
resurgence in interest is down mainly to the Eagle of the Peaks Award organised (and funded
out of his own pocket) by Mike Carr.
The only problem this year was the weather. While organiser David Phillipson was absent
working in France Russ Forbes had taken over the ‘rains’ for one year. The event went off
smoothly despite a gusty wind down the hill making conditions tough for the riders. The
winner was Rick Clough (ABC Centreville) in 2-42.21. It did stay dry for most of the event
but by the time the last rider, Steve Hulme (Manchester Wheelers), edged across the line there
were a few spots of rain falling and the sky was turning ominously dark. Just before we
commenced with the presentation the heavens opened and Russ (Forbes) and Mark (Harrison)
presented the award winners with their soggy prize cheques in a full blown cloudburst.
And finally, congratulations to Howard Newhall on his excellent performance in his first hill
climb in Withy colours.”

2002

2003 and a new event secretary with Mark Harrison taking over from David Phillipson.
“A clear and fresh afternoon on Peaslows saw 24 riders at the bottom of the hill”
Winner
Richard Binks
Huddersfield RC
2-29.95
2nd
Dave Goulson
JT James
2-32.26
rd
3
Mark Lovett
Life Repair
2-33.46
4th
Mark Flynn
Oldham Century
2-38.26
2004
From the WW Journal….”Not much surprise this year and the wind was fickle as ever, varying
between a crosswind and a tailwind that never really gave the competitors much assistance.
This showed in the winning time of 2 minutes 58 seconds put up by Paul Smith (Seamons CC).
Second on the day was Paul Brierley (Huddersfield RC) in 3-12.8 and third was Rob Pollen
(Ashley Touring CC) 3-15.3. Off at number one, Howard Newhall’s time of 3.21 stood as the
fastest time for over half the race and he eventually finished fourth to the delight of the
assembled Withy Wheelers. Prizes went down to fourth so Howard at least got his entry back
(well nearly!)

It was good to see most of the Withy stalwarts out on the hill including Rod & Esme Slater,
Lance & Edna Tulip, Gordon & Margaret Perry (honorary Withy Wheelers), Russ & Jan
Forbes, Eric & Nell Moore, Mark Harrison and Scott Newbery. Many thanks to Ann O Nymous
who made a generous donation of £60 to cover the total prize list!
2005 after a gap of five years Jim Henderson returns to win the event for the third time but the
most notable name on the start sheet was the team winners – Withington Wheelers taking the
team honours and the Tom Frith Trophy. Well done you Withys! (Finish Sheet below).
In 2006 Chris Edmondson (Blackburn CTC) took the honours…..

2007 From the WW Journal……..
“25 entries this year. Chris Myhill (Peak RC) won the event in 2.37 with the two Withys, Rik
Meadows recording 3.18 and Howard Newhall 3.30. David Phillipson unfortunately had the
flu so didn’t start. Buxton won the team prize. Thanks to Mark Harrison and all the helpers
who made this event a success.”
In 2008 it was again Chris Myhill who took the honours in a time of 2-40.8 pushing the 2006
winner, Chris Edmondson down into second place and beating him by nearly two seconds.
Ashfield RC took the team award.
2009, from the WW Journal….. “The National Hill Climb Champion, Matt Clinton was a
worthy winner on Peaslows in a time of 2mins 23.1 seconds. Matt’s ride with slight wind
assistance was only 15 seconds short of Malcolm Elliott’s hill record of 2mins 08secs. Last
year’s winner, Chris Myhill was pushed down into third place by Buxton CC rider Laurie
Brooking who also won the Under 18 prize.
New member Darren Maironis took the Withy honours and the Open Hill Climb Shield with
an excellent first time ride of 3 mins 18.9 secs. Other Withy riders were;

Mike Irvine
3 minutes 21.3 seconds
Howard Newhall
3 minutes 27.3 seconds
Rik Meadows
3 minutes 32.5 seconds
David Phillipson
4 minutes 35.2 seconds
Rik had the usual mechanical, his pedal fell off before the event and he borrowed Mike
Irvine’s bike to ride the race. As usual nothing’s simple where Rik’s concerned, his start time
was too close to Mike’s to get the bike back to the bottom of the hill so Rik went off at
number 22 in a field of 20 riders. The timekeeper was clearly puzzled by Rik’s antics all
afternoon and his finishing flourish riding across the line pointing to his knee (a la Johan
Museew) did nothing to allay her doubts about his sanity.
David Phillipson was disappointed with his ride, he clearly missed Amanda’s
‘encouragement’ from the back of the tandem.”
2010
The Journal tells us that “Darren Maironis knocked 10 seconds off last year’s time and was
again the fastest Withy on Peaslows in a time of 3 minutes 9.7 seconds on 3 October 2010.
Rik Meadows and Kris Spreckley were close together with 3.40 and 3.50. It was one of those
truly ‘orrible days on the hill, raining cats and dogs all day, rivers running down the road but
strangely there were only 2 DNSs out of 24 on the start sheet. Darren wins the Hill Climb
Shield for fastest Withy Wheeler. Fastest on the day and winner of the Jim Forbes Memorial
Cup was Charles Taylor (South Pennine RC) in a time of 2.28.1. Buxton CC were again
fastest team winning the Tom Frith Shield.”
The Finish Sheets from 2008, 2009 and 2010 are below.

2011 and Lee Baldwin (Buxton CC) records the first of two wins (see result sheets below)
pushing last year’s winner Charles Taylor (South Pennine RC) into second place. Three
Withington Wheelers climbed the hill; Darren Maironis in 3-10.7, Mike Irvine in 3-35.88 and
Kris Spreckley in 3-49.27.
2012 A new organiser as Tony Scallan takes over from Mark Harrison. Lee Baldwin (Buxton
CC) wins again with Adam Kenway second exactly four seconds slower. Buxton CC take the
fourth consecutive team victory. Kris Spreckley was the fastest Withy Wheeler in contentious
circumstances after his late entry was accepted. Kris recorded 3-10.0 but wasn’t shown on the

finish sheet but won the Open Hill Climb Shield for the fastest Withington Wheeler in the Open
Hill Climb. Howard Newhall recorded 3-12.3.
2013 and 32 entries received. Adam Kenway (Team Zenith) beats Lee Baldwin (Buxton CC)
by nearly ten seconds. Adam recording 2-30.6 and Lee 2-40.1. Buxton CC win the Tom Frith
Shield Team Award for the fifth year. Six Withington Wheelers on the start sheet and three
finishers to at least record a team time; Kris Spreckley 3-04.5; Mike Irvine 3-14.5 and Howard
Newhall 3-47.8.
The photo below taken at the finish on 29th September 2013 shows the Jim Forbes Memorial
Trophy, the original Tom Frith Team Shield and the Tom Frith Continuation Shield, the Eric
Higgins Shield for the fastest Withington Wheeler in the Open Hill Climb along with the
2013 Finish Board.

No event took place in 2014 but in
2015 Jim Henderson (Southport CC) took the honours with a time of 2.30.6, Sam Clark (Buxton
CC) second with 2.41.2 and Ben Norbury (Congleton CC) 2.50.9. Sam Clark, Arne Beswick
and Stuart Baker comprised the winning Buxton CC team for their sixth victory.
Fastest lady was Nicola Soden (Stocksbridge CC) in 3.45.6.
Tom Garnett (Ilkley CC) was the fastest Junior with a time of 2.54.4.
Withington Wheelers President, Tony Baxter, presents Jim Henderson with the Jim Forbes
Memorial Trophy below;

2016
After having no Withington Wheelers in the 2015 event, in 2016 with a new organiser, Club
President Tony Baxter, we were able to field a team of three riders. Needless to say we were

unable to prevent Buxton CC from taking their seventh team victory. The Withy’s were
Howard Newhall 3.36.9, Rob Kirk 4.15.3 and Chris Yianni 4.28.1.
Lee Baldwin (Champion System/ VCUK) won in 2.20.3, second was Sam Clark (Buxton CC)
in 2.32.6 and third Arne Beswick (Buxton CC) in 2.50.7. The third team counter for the Buxton
was Chris Lea 3.13.1.
Claire Swoboda (Starley Racing) was fastest lady in 3.37.3.
Here’s the 2016 finish board;

2017
A disappointing entry but the event went ahead on a fine afternoon and finally Sam Clark
(Buxton CC) got his first win in the event with a time of 2.38.4. Buxton CC had two DNSs and
with no team of three the Buxton were awarded their eighth team victory, Simon Watson the
other counter in 3.53.2.
Second on the day was Ben Norbury (Congleton CC) 2.47.2 and third, Joseph Molyneaux (Leek
CC) 2.51.9.

Claire Swoboda now with Chorlton Velo was fastest lady for the second year in 3.54.0
Fastest Withington Wheeler was Ben Davies in 3.49.2.
Below; Sam Clark with Withington Wheelers Club President Tony Baxter;

And here’s an evocative picture of Ben Davies after crossing the finish line with Withington
Wheelers president Emeritus Rod Slater in attendance;

For the Record.
The Event Record is still held by Malcolm Elliott who recorded 2-08.4 1981.

Ten years later, Neil Byrne recorded the fastest time by a Withington Wheeler; 2-36.4 in 1991.
Finally, Dick Woore did of course record a time of 2-353/5 in 1948 but he was of course riding
for the Manchester Clarion and he didn’t become a Withington Wheeler until 1951. Dick was
often referred to as the “Master of Verse” and he contributed a number of poems to the
Withington Wheelers Journal during the period 1949 to 1953.
Here’s “The Hill-Climbers Lament” written by Dick in 1951.
The Hill-Climber’s Lament ………………1951
As you sit there in the saddle, with the seconds passing by,
you think of when you entered, and then you wonder why:
Your minute-man has reached the bend and starts to weave and dance
You've got to reach that corner in a minute to stand a chance
The next four minutes are going to hurt, but no time now to rue it,
It's your own darned fault you’re in this mess, what's more you've paid to do it!
five-four-three-two-one-GO !" That's it...the rear wheel spins then grips
The front one tends to lift a bit, and shoes creak in the clips.
The butterflies have settled now and you’re master of your mount.
The job on hand....to do a ride, and make every second count,
Steady! Not so fast there: Find a semblance of a rythm
having found it, keep it going if you want to be there with'em.
To climb this easy bit too fast could mean an awful bloomer,
"Easy bit!"....Some blokes must have a queer sense of humour.
You're fighting round the corner now, and the wind is playing tricks
good job you scrubbed the "fifty-nine" and stuck to "fifty-six"
This is it: No let-up now, as you strive to stop the sway,
mere legs are not enough now, and arms come into play,
Your minute-man is now in sight, you think you’re going quicker
Hard to tell though, as he bobs about, the "gallery's" getting thicker.
Yes: He's falling back now and doing a spot of tacking,
You should just about do it, that's if you keep it cracking.
On him now, he's in a state and really taking a hiding,
to squeeze through now is going to need a spot of canny riding
There he goes! towards the verge, front wheel off the road,
You're past him on the inside, and blow The Highway Code!
Now, it's 'neck or nothin'.... with the gradient getting steeper
as you fight towards the final bend in sight of the Timekeeper,
The "Up, Up, Ups!" are louder now, with all the lads can give 'em
as tortured aching arms and limbs strive to match the rythm.
The usual wise guy is there as well,...your answer wont bear print,
as he leans out over the front wheel and shouts "This is where you sprint”
The last fifty yards are here now, with the old chalk line in sight,
You can chip five seconds off your time by riding this bit right.
So here goes, give it all you've got, and a little bit more as well,
and the effort's stepped up slightly, though to do it hurts like h...
That's it, someone grabs you and slips the toe-straps slack,
Can't speak for just a moment, but your number's on your back.
Ah! it's coming back now. "Say, have I beaten four minutes ?"
"Yes chum, three forty-nine" which ain't so bad for Winnats!
R. Woore 1951

